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Microbes

From a great height looking out over the endlessness of the ocean. Swaying and swirling around the cape.

Just arrived at this viewpoint.

Via a spider web of small country roads and authentic villages.

Mischief

Corona, not a common word. Vague somewhere in mind. Initially a virus infection that is gripping China. Thousands of miles from here. A sad

state for those affected. Hardly any concern about the Chinese doctor. Ringing the alarm bell. Considered as a far from our bed show. Science

fiction at least.

The surf is spraying. Bushes and wild grasses rustle in the wind. The sky is dry, clear and tidy. Relieved, it seems. Freed from the wrath of a

thunderstorm. The Covid-19 pandemic throws a shadow. On Western Europe that will soon be turned upside down.

Fortunately, not all of humanity is sick. However, just about everyone is under the spell. Further on, a bit careful about the rolling stones on

the narrow path. Overgrown with rosemary and broom herb. Of which a wonderfully fresh sweet smell rises. For a better view.
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An enlightening view of the world around me. The sky is immaculate blue. Cabo Sardão is a wild landscape. From there you look out over the

rugged coastline. The only place in the world, I understand. Where the white stork nestles on the cliffs.

Pressure

Fled for the same old song over and over again. Crisis stories about new sources of infection. Inevitable, even a blessing. If you're in need of a

chat. Like the fellow passenger next to me. He didn't stop talking about it. Despite the signals I broadcasted. Incomprehensible that he did not

pick them up. His virus facts didn't fascinate me at all.

Lost I am roaming in daydreams. Full of images from a near past. Wandering through the existence of then. In a world that seems unreal these

days. Truly a liberation. From media terror through daily news flashes. On the radio or television all day long. Epidemics are of all times. A lot

has changed since the Middle Ages. A deep-rooted fear remains irreversible.

Only recently. You will not find something quickly, somebody wrote. That connects some as new germs. All right then the Elfstedentocht, a

hurricane or the European Football Championship. Sunken in reverie on this high cliff. Surprised by her untouchedness. From the port of

Sines, vast, sandy beaches change. In alternating soft bays with picturesque rocks.
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Spring

The trials and tribulations of an invisible enemy. Approching and fueling fear of death. He finally got it and left me alone. During the remaining

time. From our flight to Faro. His quasi-concern sounded the way he said it. As if he was talking about a light earthquake. And forgotten news

facts. In some Far-Away-Republic.

With such an ineffable name. Rather vague and just to keep the conversation going. You can hear them tinkling from afar. The bells of sheep

and cows in the meadows. Spring in the Alentejo. Fields filled with red, yellow and white. When all blossoms are in full bloom. Until it is no

longer allowed. We do not shut ourselves up.

Going outside as much as possible. To enjoy nature walking around. Or at the coast to listen. To the sound of the returning tide. It is of course

a shock. Micro-bugs that we don't have antibodies to yet. Creepy, hey, wait a minute. Stay with the lesson, dude.

People drag along with them one and a half kilos. Of bacteria, viruses, fungi and archaea. You don't see them, but they are there. Plenty every

day and everywhere.

Sweets

Just one hundred thousand billion. On your skin, in the mouth and mucous membranes. Collected in nasal cavities, respiratory tract and

intestines. More cells of microorganisms in our body than organic, I read. Worries about dirt, insects, parasites. Don't let fearful thoughts

dominate.
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Stuck with an unwanted guest. Who is not easily chased away. The virus will remain among us for the time being. According to experts, not a

few weeks, but rather months. Anyway, no one can look into an uncertain future.

There are between 1000 and 100,000 bacteria on each tooth in a clean mouth. So I just think about uplifting news: chocolate. A treat with an

antibacterial effect in your mouth. This also protects against tooth decay. Man instinctively tends to focus on dangers.

Healthy, after all, that helps to survive. But positive thoughts are more beneficial. Doom thinking helps us down. Avoiding horror stories

improves our mental well-being. In balance with everyday reality. Sun, moon and stars revolve forever around this unique piece of earth. And

the people, as small as ants.

We all crawl under the tall canopy. Simply everyday, after all. Right, just like all those microbes.
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